EVENT PLANNER’S GUIDE

Ways to Maximize Your Next Virtual or In-Person Event
From conference call to curtain call, our mission at BigSpeak Speakers Bureau is to make your job easier, do all the heavy lifting and make you the hero. We partner with you to elevate your event to the next level by providing world-class motivational and keynote speakers and create dynamic, unforgettable presentations. We welcome the opportunity to share our expertise with you by providing the following tips and tools to help you create a successful event. To that end, we have provided the following tips and tools to help get you there.
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HIGH DEMAND TOPICS FOR 2021

BigSpeak has done the research and compiled a list of the most requested topics in the business event industry for 2020-2021. Matching these topics with your audience for a unique and relevant experience is a great way to engage with attendees.

**LEADERSHIP**
Executive Development, Leading Change, Leading Winning Teams

**DIVERSITY & INCLUSION**
Attracting and Retaining Talent, Corporate Culture, Driving Creativity

**INNOVATION**
Inspiring Workplace Creativity, Disruptive Innovation, Innovating Change

**EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE**
Performing Under Pressure, Stress Reduction, Effective Communication, Work-life Balance

**TEAM BUILDING**
Teamwork, Collaboration, Shared Vision

**FUTURE TRENDS**
Geopolitics, Future of Healthcare, Millennials as Consumers and in the Workplace, Future of Work

**TECHNOLOGY**
Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things (IoT), The Future of Technology, Cyber Security

**MOTIVATIONAL**
Overcoming Adversity, Celebrity Success, Power of Optimism, Corporate Social Responsibility
CHOOSING THE BEST KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Establish the date, location and budget of your event. Your date, for example, will affect which keynote speakers are available, whereas your budget will establish parameters for the speaker search.

Consider the demographics of your audience. Do you need a keynote speaker who will appeal to a general audience or one who will interest a specific demographic group (e.g., an all-women’s group)?

Determine the type of presentation you want and the time of day when it will take place. Some speakers are skilled at delivering workshops, while others excel at providing keynotes. After-dinner speakers should incorporate humor into their talks, where morning speakers should be energizing.

Examine speakers from prior events and attendee feedback. Think about which speakers have been successful for your audience, or if it is your first event, perhaps consider which speakers have been successful at similar events. Contact a speakers bureau for specific industry insights.

Tip: If budget or availability are a concern, consider looking at speakers that live close to the event area. A speakers bureau can help with this.

Reminder: Be sure the speaker’s message is aligned with your company vision. Have a clear objective for your headliner such as to entertain, educate, motivate, raise funds, or to endorse or promote a product or cause.
GETTING THE BEST ROI FROM KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

**Book Local.** Contact a speakers bureau to find out if there is a notable speaker who lives near the event location, who may be willing to present at a lower rate.

**Consider Virtual.** Keynote Speakers are now more inclined to book for virtual appearances as well as in-person engagements. This often comes at a lower price tag, and can be just as motivating for the audience.

**Leverage Sponsors.** If your Keynote Speaker increases event publicity and engagement, sponsors will benefit as well. Use this as a selling point.

**Promote.** Booking a celebrity or industry expert can have a huge impact on registration, event popularity, and attendee engagement. Take advantage by promoting the speaker(s) in digital and print marketing.

**Network.** Find out if your speaker is willing to meet with your executive team, or notable event attendees over lunch or dinner. Face-to-face or virtual networking with a prominent expert or celebrity can be well worth the investment alone.

**Follow Up.** To lock in the learnings from the event, consider bringing in the speaker for additional workshops or consultations to truly move the needle. Speakers often offer a follow-up webinar Q&A session, or online learning software for free or at a lower cost.

**Negotiate:** With the speaker to sign autographs, meet with the executive team, take photos with attendees, and/or to provide a hands-on breakout session.
Create a mobile app for your event. Apps allow attendees easy access to the event schedule, session information, and links to social media. 60% of event planners say that event apps increase attendee engagement. Plus, apps are a valuable tool to collect attendee engagement and attendance.

Provide workshops and follow-up opportunities to “lock in the learning.” Keep attendees engaged and maximize learning retention by providing expert-led hands-on workshops during the event. To ensure that attendees retain and utilize important knowledge after leaving the event, offer a follow-up webinar, online training sessions, or in-person coaching/consulting.

Hire a subject matter expert, headliner, or emcee. Whether the goal is to increase registration, attendance or audience engagement, hiring experts who will engage with attendees is very important. Often times, industry experts aren’t always the best keynote speakers, be sure to view footage first.

Maximize networking opportunities. In an age where just about anything can be found online and zoom-fatigue is real, it is increasingly valuable to be able to meet face-to-face with the right partners, prospects, and experts. Optimize your venue or virtual space by scheduling activities to maximize networking opportunities, and allowing attendees to interact with one another through your event app and social media campaigns.

Hold a Raffle on the last day of the conference. Allocate at least $2,500 for prizes that will be raffled off on the last day of the conference. Relevant and fun prizes with substantial value will encourage attendees to stay for the last day and attend final sessions.

91% of event professionals stated that increasing engagement at their events was an important priority for their organization.
In a study by the Event Marketing Institute, 74% of respondents had a more positive impression of the brand after attending a live branded event, and 94% of customers reported they were more likely to buy the product.

**CREATING AN EXPERIENTIAL EVENT**

*Surprise and delight attendees with multi-sensory experiences.* Music, art, and a comfortable environment create immersive conference experiences that grab attention and enhance retention. Hands-on workshops have also been proven to have higher engagement for attendees. These experiences translate over virtual as well – send participants event gift packages before the event to participate virtually.

*Hone in on the human aspect.* Include more networking sessions and longer breaks. Mix-and-match icebreakers, and use “spot-me-badges” that identify attendees with similar needs or interests. Mix vendors, existing clients and new prospects with conversation areas in exhibits. Capture memories with conference photos. Not sure how to incorporate virtually? Many virtual platforms have breakout rooms in their platforms. This allows organizers an easy way to create small group environments.

*Incorporate and encourage social media.* Consider using social media and online resources to not only lock in the learning and publicize your event, but also to increase engagement and solicit feedback from attendees. Encourage live Tweets with event specific hashtags, and ask attendees to “check-in” or Like the event on Facebook. A great way to incorporate virtual attendees is to provide them with a hashtag, and ask them to post pictures during the virtual event.
Start early. Be sure to lock in your event date, venue, and headliners far in advance so you can begin marketing to your attendees, or prospective attendees. It is advisable to book your venue at least 6 months in advance (or more for a busy season or large event), and your keynote speakers 3-6 months (or more for celebrities or international destinations). Even with virtual events, planning ahead is key for availability!

Take advantage of digital media. While nothing is technically “free” in this day and age, simple ways to use digital media include: creating a Facebook event or ads, identifying an event hashtag on Twitter, and creating email blasts, blogs, and an online press release. Public event organizers can easily reach thousands of prospective attendees, while internal event organizers can start to drill in event objectives, and create excitement for confirmed attendees.

Event evangelism through word of mouth. Digital and print marketing are effective ways of sharing information about your event, but word of mouth marketing (WOMM) from trusted colleagues and friends is one of the most effective ways to build a community around your event and brand. Networking and referral programs are a great way to get the word out.

Promote your next event. If you have planned an annual event or series of events, be sure to promote your event at the prior one, to get your attendees to register while they are still energized from the event environment. Be sure to send out post-event surveys to learn what worked, what didn’t and to get suggestions on sessions and speakers for next time.
DAY OF EVENT HACKS

**Carry snacks.** We need optimal performance and energy on event day, which is difficult when blood sugar is plummeting and we’re deprived of water. Counting on the buffet probably won’t work since you’ll be mingling or putting out fires.

**Arrive early.** Set your alarm twice and plan to arrive an hour earlier than you need to be there to account for the numerous unexpected inconveniences that always seem to occur on the big day.

**Mingle.** With all the coordinating and firefighting, it might be tempting to hide away during any down time. Don’t. Take advantage of this valuable opportunity to network with partners, vendors, and attendees, plus solicit valuable and candid feedback.

**“Reserve” the back rows.** To ensure attendees fill in the front rows, which increases engagement and discourages attendees from sneaking out early.

**Charge.** Your brain, your phone, your laptop. Get a good night’s rest, ensure all of your electronics are fully charged, then start with a solid breakfast and ample liquids.

**Breathe.** Event day is a busy day, but it doesn’t have to be stressful. Be prepared, stay calm, and enjoy the fruits of your labor.
**Be Prepared.** Look into event insurance and the venue’s emergency protocols. Create a backup plan for everything, and always run a thorough AV/technology check. Work with a speakers bureau as a backup plan in the event that there is an emergency with your keynote speaker. Ask your keynote speaker to arrive the evening before their presentation. Make sure you have all vendor contact information on hand, plus a rapid way to communicate with event attendees in the event of emergency or schedule change.

**Stay Calm – Anticipate Bumps.** When something goes wrong, event planners are usually the first to know. Stay calm, work through the most urgent items first, and be sure to delegate tasks. If there is an issue with your speaker, call your speakers bureau promptly and allow their experienced team to address it immediately.

** Communicate.** “Acts of God” are out of our control, how they are handled reflect on you and your company. Communicate clearly and in writing with vendors, speakers, and colleagues to ensure everyone is aware of where and when they need to be in certain places. If something goes awry, immediately inform attendees on updated scheduling, room changes, or evacuation plans, in the event of an emergency. Having clear and accurate information helps eliminate confusion, is safer and also protects your reputation.

*If Plan A doesn’t work, the alphabet has 25 more letters.*
Good fortune is what happens when opportunity meets with planning.

– THOMAS EDISON